APPARIAN INFORMATION SESSION – CHECK US OUT!

Internships at Apperian

Apperian seeks motivated computer science students, or engineers with a programming background, to work on several intellectually engaging projects that will help hundreds of thousands of users. No existing mobile application development experience is required (but it would be a plus!). Interested students should have the following:

- Experience programming in Java, Python, Javascript, or similar
- Experience with Mac or Linux environments, including the terminal
- An interest in creating mobile software such as iOS, Android, and HTML5 for Mobile
- Self motivated, a desire to learn, a passion for programming, and enjoy having fun 😊

As an intern at Apperian, you will work with expert software engineers who have previously worked for Apple, Microsoft, Google, IBM, MathWorks, and many other successful large organizations and startups. Several engineers and other employees at Apperian are graduates of Boston University. They will help you improve your programming skillset and mentor your professional development. Projects for interns include:

- Mobile application security analysis
- Mobile device management software
- Cloud infrastructure improvements
- Website UI and backend improvements

All internships at Apperian are paid. We love helping the next generation of engineers succeed.

Apperian – The Leader in Enterprise Mobility

Apperian is the industry leader in Mobile Application Management. Our cloud-based EASE platform enables organizations to securely upload, deploy, and manage mobile applications effortlessly to thousands of users. Innovations at Apperian include:

- Analysis of applications executing on a user’s device
- Dynamic code injection of mobile applications
- Remote controlling mobile applications ([youtube.com/watch?v=1jiEK2FnYtY](https://youtube.com/watch?v=1jiEK2FnYtY))
- Invented the Mobile Application Management industry, with an estimated market size exceeding 10 billion dollars (Gartner)

Founded in 2009 by former Apple executive Chuck Goldman, Apperian, Inc. has expanded to London, France, Spain, China, and continues to grow rapidly. Companies using Apperian technology include Cisco, Netapp, Nvidia, Clinique, and AT&T. Apperian, Inc. is a venture capital backed startup with investors including North Bridge Venture Partners, Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, and Bessemer Venture Partners.

Apperian is located in the heart of Boston’s Innovation District, and we are proud to call Boston our home.

www.apperian.com   @Apperian